
Increasingly Vulnerable
“And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, by whom you were sealed for the day of
redemption."  Ephesians 4:30   (English Standard Version)

James 1:14,15 - Do we take _____________ James' __________?

A Lower Sensitivity To Alarms
  A. By ___________ exposure to certain sensations, we eventually

stop ______________ them.
  B. Has my sensitivity to "sin alarms" been lowered?

1. 1 Timothy 4:1,2 - These insincere _______ had allowed their
consciences to become ___________.

2. Ephesians 4:19 - Because they had become ___________,
they had begun practicing _______ kind of ___________.

3. Ephesians 4:30 - Do we run the risk of ___________ the
Holy _________ by ignoring our conscience?

Diminishing Social Stigma
  A. Social stigma is a sort of community __________________.

If others aren't ______________ by sin, will we continue to be?
  B. Warnings against this danger:

1. Isaiah 5:20 - ______ to those who call evil _______ and good
________!

2. Jeremiah 6:15 - The people of Jeremiah's day had ________
how to __________.  McConville: "They have completely
____________ the truth."

3. Romans 1:32 - Some not only ____ what is wrong, but also
___________ those who practice it.

Growing Separation From The Lord
  A. The principle stated in God's word:

1. Matthew 26:58 - Peter __________ Jesus at a __________.
Was this part of why he __________ Jesus?

2. 2 Chronicles 15:1,2 - "The Lord is _______ you while you are
________ Him.  If you ______ Him, He will be _________".

3. James 4:7,8 - If we draw ________ to God, He will draw
_______ to us, and the _________ will flee from us.

  B. What enabled the three Jewish men to resist the ___________
to __________ Nebuchadnezzar's golden _________?

If we fail to take sin _____________, it will "_________" us!
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